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 Concrete filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) column comprises two inner and outer steel 
tubes with infill concrete between tubes. CFDST columns are used in many structural systems 
such as offshore structures and high rise buildings. The aim of this research is to examine the 
performance of composite frames composed of CFDST columns and steel beam under the 
influence of lateral loading. The frames were modeled and analyzed utilizing ANSYS finite 
element (FE) software. The linear and nonlinear behavior of steel and concrete materials and 
confinement effects of inner and outer steel tubes on the infill concrete were considered in the 
analysis. Three key parameters were considered in the present study. They are the axial load 
and slenderness ratios of CFDST column as well as linear stiffness ratio of the beam–column. 
The effects of these parameters on the behavior of the composite frames were evaluated 
comparatively. Load-deformation responses were achieved for various cases of the 
investigation. The verification of the developed FE model was evaluated by considering the 
analysis results with the experimental data existing in the literature. The findings attained 
from the FE modeling were in consonance with the experimental results. Besides, it was 
observed that the above parameters had a substantial influence on the load-displacement 
relationship and the performance of the studied composite frames.  

 
 

 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Structural engineers aim to efficiently utilize the 
available construction materials. Composite structures, 
made of concrete and steel, take advantage of the 
strength characteristics of both materials. In this context, 
a column made of two concentric inner and outer steel 
tubes with concrete filled between tubes offers many 
advantages for the economic structural design. The two 
materials are mutually beneficial: the steel tubes confine 
the concrete, effectively rising its strength and ductility, 
avoiding the spalling of the concrete and protecting it 
from an accidental impact whereas the concrete delays 
the local buckling and prevent the sudden failure of the 
steel tubes. Concrete filled double-skin steel tubular 
(CFDST) columns provide technological benefits as well. 
Formwork and traditional reinforcement for the columns 
are no longer required, which significantly reduce 
material, labor costs and speed up the construction 
process. The use of steel tubes as erection columns, and 

filling the space between them with concrete at a later 
construction stage, combines the speed of conventional 
steel erection with the cost effectiveness of reinforced 
concrete structures. Additionally, there is an evidence of 
improving fire resistance of CFDST columns due to the 
infill concrete, which reduces the need for fire protection 
in many cases. The outer and inner tubes of CFDST may 
have the same or different cross-section shapes like 
square-circular, square-square, circular-circular, etc. 
(Ritchie et al. 2017, Hassanein et al. 2015).  

In the literature, several researchers have been 
investigated the performance of these columns such as 
Wei et al. (1995), Yagishita et al. (2000), Zhao et al. 
(2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d), Elchalakani et al. (2002), 
Bradford et al. (2002), Han et al. (2004), Han et al. (2006), 
and Uenaka et al. (2010). It has been concluded that the 
inner and outer tubes can give a reliable support to the 
infill concrete prior to the ultimate stress achieved. The 
CFDST column has more advantages compared with the 
CFST column, like less weight, more damping 
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characteristics and cyclic behavior (Lu et al., 2010). 
Schematic view of CFDST column and its possible cross-
section is illustrated in Fig. 1 while Fig. 2 shows the 
constructing CFDST column in high-rise structures (Li et 
al. 2012). 
 

 
Figure 1. A typical CFDST column and its cross section 
(Li et al., 2012) 
 

 
Figure 2. Constructing of CFDST column in a structure 
(Li et al., 2012) 
 

In recent years, various investigations have been 
performed using finite element (FE) analysis to study the 
structural response of CFDST columns. For instance, 
Huang et al. (2010) modeled fourteen samples similar to 
those at first introduced by Lin and Tsai (2001) and Tao 
et al. (2004), seeking to inspect the consistency of the 
models using ABAQUS software. Based on the stress-
strain relations, it was figured out that CFDST column 
with a higher confinement factor exhibited a strain-
hardening performance while a strain-softening 
response was noticed with small values of the 
confinement factor. In another study, Pagoulatou et al. 
(2014) modeled circular CFDST members using FE 
analysis. CFDST columns were loaded under concentric 
axial forces. Thus, to get an appropriate model of the 
columns, the recognition of material properties for the 
infill concrete and steel seemed to be very significant. 
Comparing the structural performance of the FE models 
with those of the experiments showed similar results.  

Additionally, Zhang and Zhou (2019) studied the 
performance of the beam-column connections of CFDST 

frame structures. Many FE models were generated to 
analyze the behavior of the connections and major 
variables, which affect their performance. Generally, the 
design of the beam-column connections could take the 
advantages of double tubes in CFDST structure; 
therefore, several structural improvements for design 
parameters of connection in CFDST frames were 
suggested to improve the seismic performance of the 
connection. Zhang et al. (2018) presented an innovative 
connection to join the steel beam with a CFDST column. 
Four half-scale samples of beam-column connections 
were manufactured and loaded under an axial load with 
vertical low-reversal forces used on the beam edges to 
evaluate the failure mode and hysteretic behavior of the 
connections. The hinging mechanism of the connection 
was noticed in the horizontal end plates. The suggested 
beam-columns exhibited a great energy dissipations and 
rotations at the failure equal to 0.05 rad. The connection 
rotation satisfied the ductility condition of FEMA 350 for 
the seismic resistance which is greater or equal to 0.03 
rad. FE models of the connections were developed and 
confirmed by comparing their results with the 
experimental ones. FE models were also utilized to 
examine the effect of many factors like the height of 
anchorage plates, axial force, steel and concrete strength, 
steel ratio on the moment-rotation relation, and stiffness 
of connections. 

In this study, the structural response of composite 
frames with circular CFDST columns and steel beam 
under the influence of lateral loads was investigated. The 
frames were modeled and analyzed using ANSYS FE 
software (ANSYS, 2016). The impact of the ratios of the 
axial load and slenderness ratio of CFDST column 
together with the ratio of the linear stiffness of the beam–
column on the lateral behavior of the composite frames 
was studied in a comparative manner. A total of sixteen 
models were developed and analyzed. The accuracy and 
effectiveness of the generated FE model was also tested 
by evaluating the results with the experimental results 
given in the literature. 
 

2. COMPOSITE FRAME DESCRIPTION -NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS 

 

A series of one-bay one-story frame models were 
adopted to inspect the influence of different factors on 
the performance of the composite frame structures 
having CFDST columns connected to steel beam. Seven 
axial load ratios, four slenderness ratios of the column, 
and five linear stiffness ratios of the beam-column were 
considered during the modeling. These parameters are 
considered as the following: 

-Axial force ratio (n) of CFDST columns varies as 0, 
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1. It is defined as n = (No/Nu) 
where No is the column axial force and Nu is the column 
axial compression capacity mentioned in Eurocode 4 
(2004) as: 
 

Nu= fysoAso + fysiAsi+ fcAc (1) 
 

in which Aso and Asi are cross sectional area of the 
outer and inner steel tubes, respectively. fyso and fysi are 
steel yield stress for outer and inner tubes, respectively. 
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fc is concrete compressive strength and Ac is cross 
sectional area of the concrete. 

-Slenderness ratio (λ) of CFDST columns is 24, 48, 72, 
and 96 and defined as the height to outer diameter of the 
column (4H/Do) based on DL/T 5085 (1999).  

-Linear stiffness ratio (k) of beam to column is 1.8, 3.0, 
4.2, 5.4, and 6.6. It is given as iB/iC.  iB is EsIeq/lb in which 
Ieq is the transformed section moment of inertia based on 
GB 50017 (2003) while lb is the steel beam length. iC is 
EhIh/H. The stiffness of the circular CFDST column (EhIh) 
as per AISC-LRFD (1999) is: 
 

Eh Ih =  Es Is + 0.8 Ec Ic (2) 
 

In which Es and Ec are the elastic modulus of steel 
tubes (outer and inner) and concrete, respectively. Is is 
the moment of inertia of outer and inner tubes while Ic is 
the concrete moment of inertia. 

Thus, sixteen different frame cases were generated 
and analyzed by using ANSYS FE software (ANSYS, 2016). 
The nonlinear static analysis was carried out to obtain 
the load-displacement response. Table 1 displays the 
characteristics of the composite frames and the key 
related parameters studied. CFDST columns with outer 
and inner circular sections and steel beam of I section 
were utilized. The yield strength for the steel tubes and 
steel beam is 290 MPa and the infill concrete 
compressive strength is 28 MPa. Fig. 3 indicates the 
details of the frame under investigation while Fig. 4 
depicts the corresponding frame and connections in the 
model.  
 

 
Figure 3. Details of the composite frame  
 

 
Figure 4. General view of the frame model 
 

 

Table 1. Properties of the composite frames and related parameters 
Frame no. Member h × bf × tw × tf / Do × tso – di × tsi     (mm) 

 
L (mm) k n λ 

1 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0 48 

2 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.1 48 

3 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.3 48 

4 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.5 48 

5 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.7 48 

6 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.9 48 

7 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 1.1 48 

8 Beam/Column 535.94×210.06×10.92×17.45/ Φ254×5.25 – Φ120×3.50   4775/1524 3.0 0.5 24 

9 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.5 48 

10 Beam/Column 322.83×308.86×13.97×22.866/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/4572 3.0 0.5 72 

11 Beam/Column 281.94×262.63×17.27×28.24/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/6096 3.0 0.5 96 

12 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   7950/3048 1.8 0.5 48 

13 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   4775/3048 3.0 0.5 48 

14 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   3340/3048 4.2 0.5 48 

15 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   2650/3048 5.4 0.5 48 

16 Beam/Column 340.61×314.96×20×31.75/ Φ254×14.76 – Φ120×3.70   2170/3048 6.6 0.5 48 

3. FE MODELING 
 

CFDST column under axial concentric loading results 
in a triaxial compression in the infill concrete. At later 
stage of loading, the concrete begins to soften and dilate, 
expanding radially, and applying lateral pressure on the 

steel tubes. Load applied in the axial direction and lateral 
pressure from the concrete put the steel tubes under 
biaxial stresses. So that, the real behavior of steel tubes 
and infill concrete are required in the FE model (Liang, 
2017). Confinement of concrete by steel tubes enhances 
the strength capacity of composite column and ductility 
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of concrete. Fig. 5 shows the full behavior of stress-strain 
curve for concrete in case of unconfinement and 
confinement (Pagoulatou et al., 2014). 
 

 
Figure 5. Equivalent uniaxial stress and strain 
relationship of the concrete (Pagoulatou et al., 2014) 
 

Poisson’s ratio of the concrete varies between 0.15 
and 0.20 and depends on the concrete compressive 
strength. For small loads, steel tubes have no 
confinement effects on the infill concrete because the 

Poisson’s ratio of concrete is lower than of that of steel 
tubes. The strain and compressive strength of the 
unconfined concrete are named ɛc and fc, respectively. 
The strain varies in the range between 0.002 and 0.003 
based on the ACI-318 (2014). The strain in the studied 
models is equal to 0.003 as maximum strain in the 
concrete. Due to loading, concrete begins to dilate and 
expands radially so that there is a rising in strain and 
compressive strength of concrete. Based on the Mander 
et al. (1988) and adopted by ACI-440-2R (2002), the 
relationship between confined and unconfined strain and 
compressive strength of concrete is given as:  
 

𝑓𝑐𝑐 = 𝑓𝑐 + 𝑘1𝑓𝑙 (3) 
 

𝜀𝑐𝑐  = 𝜀𝑐 (1 + 𝑘2

𝑓𝑙

𝑓𝑐

) (4) 

 

The coefficients k1 and k2 are constants. In this study, 
the coefficients k1 and k2 are set to 4.1 and 20.5 based on 
the studies of Richart et al. (1928), Hu and Schnobrich 
(1989), Hu and Su (2011), and Pagoulatou et al. (2014). 
The average radial pressure fl depends on the ratio of 
diameter to thickness of outer and inner tubes and it can 
be calculated by the following empirical formula (Hu and 
Su, 2011): 
 

 

𝑓𝑙 = 8.525 − 0.166 (
𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝑜

) − 0.00897 (
𝐷𝑖

𝑡𝑖

) + 0.00125 (
𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝑜

)
2

+ 0.00246 (
𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝑜

) × (
𝐷𝑖

𝑡𝑖

) −  0.00550 (
𝐷𝑖

𝑡𝑖

)
2

 

 

(5) 

 
Do and Di are the outer and inner tube diameters, 

respectively, while to and ti are the outer and inner tube 
thicknesses, respectively. 

To determine the nonlinear behavior of concrete, the 
following equation suggested by Saenz (1964) is utilized: 
 

𝜎 =
𝐸𝑐𝑐  𝜀

1 + (𝑅 + 𝑅𝐸 − 2) (
𝜀

𝜀𝑐𝑐
) − (2𝑅 − 1) (

𝜀
𝜀𝑐𝑐

)
2

+ 𝑅 (
𝜀

𝜀𝑐𝑐
)

3 
(6) 

 

In which the modulus elasticity 𝐸𝑐𝑐 (defined in ACI 
(1999)), 𝑅, and 𝑅𝐸 could be calculated using the following 
equations: 
 

𝐸𝑐𝑐 = 4700(√𝑓𝑐𝑐) (7) 

 

𝑅𝐸 =
𝐸𝑐𝑐𝜀𝑐𝑐

𝑓𝑐𝑐

 
(8) 

 

𝑅 =
𝑅𝐸   

(𝑅𝜎 − 1)

(𝑅𝜀 − 1)
−

1

𝑅𝜀

 (9) 

 

In which Rσ (stress relation) = f’c /σf  and Rɛ  (strain 
relation) = ɛf /ɛc where ɛf  and σf are the maximum strain 
and the corresponding stress, respectively. Generally, 
defining ɛf  and σf  is difficult since the descending branch 
of the stress-strain curve is greatly test-dependent and is 
usually unavailable from statically determinate tests (Hu 
and Schnobrich, 1989). On the other hand, in the 
literature, Darwin and Pecknold (1974) used Rσ = 5 and 
Rɛ = 4 while Elwi and Murray (1979), Chen (1981) and 
Hu and Schnobrich (1989) used Rσ = 4 and Rɛ = 4. In this 
study, it is assumed that Rσ = 4 and Rɛ = 4. 

To be able to determine the last point of the 
descending zone in stress–strain relation of the concrete, 
the formula rk3fcc was utilized. It takes into consideration 
the final stress value before failure that corresponds to 
strain value of 11ɛcc. Moreover, k3 is the confined 
concrete degradation factor and the following formula 
suggested by Hu and Su (2011) is used: 
 
 

𝑘3 = 1.73916 − 0.00862 (
𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝑜

) − 0.04731 (
𝐷𝑖

𝑡𝑖

) −  0.00036 (
𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝑜

)
2

 + 0.00134 (
𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝑜

) × (
𝐷𝑖

𝑡𝑖

) −  0.0058 (
𝐷𝑖

𝑡𝑖

)
2

 (10) 

 
 

The nonlinear behavior of steel is adopted based on 
the stress-strain relationship. This relation is supposed 
to be elastic till a yield point and then perfectly plastic. 
When the internal stress due to applied load goes beyond 
the yield stress (fy), the steel section exhibits plastic 
deformation. The relationship between the stress and 

strain in the numerical analysis is supposed as a linear 
with a slope of Es until a yield period and after that the 
slope change to 0.1Es to enhance the stability analysis. 
The Von-Misses failure criterion given in the equation 11 
was considered applicable for modeling steel yielding 
under multiple stresses (Hu and Su, 2011). 
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(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)2 +  (𝜎1 − 𝜎3)2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3)2 = 2𝑓𝑦
2 (11) 

 
Two types of elements are considered to simulate the 

frame model. SOLID65 element is utilized for concrete, 
and SOLID186 for steel tubes, I beam, and steel end 
plates. The selected elements represent and simulate the 
actual behavior of the materials. The solid element 
Solid65 for concrete contains eight nodes having three 
degrees of freedom at each node and translations in the 
nodal x, y, and z directions. Solid65 performs plastic 
deformation, cracking in three orthogonal directions, and 
crushing. The geometry, node locations, and the 
coordinate system for this element are shown in Figure 
6. The steel solid element SOLID 186 is a higher order 3-
D 20-node element, which performs quadratic 
displacement response. The geometry, node locations, 
and the coordinate system for this element are shown in 
Figure 7. Moreover, the conditions of the loading utilized 
in the models are the constant axial force (equally 
distributed through the nodes) and increasing lateral 
load applied at one end of the beam (equally distributed 
owing to the nodes) till failure. The conditions of the 
support are considered as restrained in all directions (x, 
y and z) with the aim of being as fixed. 

The steel tube and the infill concrete interface was 
modeled using contact elements that represent the actual 
behavior of the composite column taking into account the 
friction effect and slips. The contact elements transfer the 
force between the steel tubes (inner and outer) and the 
infill concrete because of the friction at the contact 
surface, thus the composite action is achieved. Friction 
force developed at the contact surface reduces the shear 
stress and slips. The friction coefficient between the 
concrete and steel is 0.6 as used by Han et al. (2011). 
 

4. VERIFICATION OF FE MODEL 
 

With the purpose of verifying the validity of the 
developed FE models, two CFDST columns (namely, 
pcc1-2a and pcc2-2a) tested by Tao et al. (2004) were 
modeled. Load, geometries, and other parameters that 
adopted by Tao et al. (2004) were used and simulated. 
The analysis results were taken at the dial gauge 
locations as in the experimental tests. Fig. 8 illustrates FE 
modeling of pcc1-2a specimen. Fig. 9 indicates the 
buckled specimen after the test and FE model with 
displacement vector distributions along the height of the 
column pcc1-2a obtained in this study. Moreover, FE 
displacement results of Pcc2-2a specimen is illustrated in 
Fig. 10. The lateral displacements along the column 
height of the test specimens and FE models are drawn in 
Figs. 11 and 12. It was observed that the FE modeling 
results were in good agreement with the experimental 
ones in terms of the lateral displacements. At the initial 
loading period, the lateral displacements (buckling) at 
the middle of column were very little and almost 
proportional to the load applied. Once the load increased 
and reached nearby 68% of the ultimate load, the lateral 
displacements at middle increased significantly with 
shape of half sine wave as also reported in the 
experimental work of Tao et al. (2004). FE results in 
comparison with experimental test results showed less 
in magnitude due to a rigid body of model nodes. Tables 

2 and 3 demonstrate the results of the experiments and 
FE analysis for both of the specimens pcc1-2a and pcc2-
2a. It can be concluded from the tables that the results 
based on the FE modeling were in line with the 
experimental ones.  
 

 
Figure 6. SOLID65 geometry (ANSYS, 2016)  
 

 
Figure 7. SOLID186 geometry (ANSYS, 2016) 
 

 
Figure 8. FE modeling of pcc1-2a specimen tested in the 
study of Tao et al. (2004) 
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Figure 9. Buckled specimen (pcc1-2a) tested by Tao et al. 
(2004) and the developed FE model 
 

 
Figure 10. Displacement results of pcc2-2a specimen of 
Tao et al. (2004) (in mm) 

 

 
Figure 11. Lateral displacement along the column height 
of experimentally tested specimen (pcc1-2a) of Tao et al. 
(2004) and the developed FE model 
 

 
Figure 12. Lateral displacement along the column height 
of experimentally tested specimen (pcc2-2a) of Tao et al. 
(2004) and the developed FE model

 

Table 2. Experimental and numerical results for the specimen pcc1-2a of Tao et al. (2004) 

Item 
Experimental 

result (Tao et al., 2004) 
FE model result 

Theoretical

Experimental 
 (%) 

Ultimate load (kN) 620 636 102.6 
Max. lateral displacement 

(Buckling) (mm) 
19 18.54 97.6 

 

Table 3. Experimental and numerical results for the specimen pcc2-2a of Tao et al. (2004) 

Item 
Experimental 

result (Tao et al., 2004) 
FE model result 

Theoretical

Experimental 
 (%) 

Ultimate load (kN) 400 409 102.3 
Max. lateral displacement 

(Buckling) (mm) 
33.5 32.86 98.1 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

All frames were modeled and meshed depending on 
the verification model. Fig. 13 represents the typical 
frame and beam-column connection meshing. Several 
parameters were considered in FE analysis. They were 
listed as the axial load and slenderness ratios of CFDST 
column and the ratio of the linear stiffness of the beam-
column. The effects of these parameters on the lateral 
response of the composite frames were evaluated and 
discussed. 

The ratio of axial load (n) were adopted as 0, 0.1, 0.3, 
0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.1 while other parameters remained 
constant as given in Table 1 (Frame no: 1 to 7). Fig. 14 
represents the lateral load vs. displacement relationship 
for different axial load ratios. The performance started as 
linear up to a point of inflection that relay on the applied 
load. The curves became nonlinear as the load increased 
beyond the inflection point due to decreasing in the 
system stiffness that led to increase in displacements. It 
was noted that the maximum lateral load increased with 
the rise of n value (from 460 to 860 kN) and concomitant 
a decrease in the ductility of the frame. Moreover, 
increasing n value from 0 to 1.1 resulted in increasing the 
initial stiffness from 8.3 to 18.3 kN/mm. It was also 
observed that there was an increase of initial stiffness for 
the ratios of the axial load between 0 and 0.5 while the 
close values of initial stiffness were found for the ratios 
of the axial load from 0.5 to 1.1. 

The column slenderness (λ) has the values of 24, 48, 
72 and 96 while the other parameters are held fixed as 
presented in Table 1 (Frame no: 8 to 11). In all models, 
the same column cross-section is used (same moment of 
inertia) so that only the column height affects the 
slenderness ratio with same boundary conditions of 
supports. In this case, the lateral displacement increased 
as the slenderness ratio increased for the same applied 
axial load as depicted in Fig. 15. The ratio of the column 
slenderness is very important parameter for the buckling 
and stability, the rise in the height of the column caused 
to increase the buckling due to the reduction in strength 
against lateral and axial loads. The ultimate lateral load 
capacity and the corresponding initial stiffness values 
varied from 311 to 1120 kN and from 3.8 to 82.1 kN/mm, 
respectively. With increasing the slenderness of the 
column, the yield load and ultimate load had a tendency 
to decrease. For the slenderness ratios of 48, 72 and 96, 
the ultimate load diminishes 1.44, 2.38 and 3.19 times, 
respectively as compared with the slenderness ratio of 
24. 

For studying the effect of the linear stiffness ratio (k) 
of the beam–column on the response of the frame 
structure, the length of the steel beam was altered while 
the other investigation parameters are held constant as 
seen in Table 1 (Frame no: 12 to 16). Fig. 16 represents 
the displacement that occurs due to the applied lateral 
load with different ratios of the beam-column linear 
stiffness. The load-displacement behavior was linear 
tendency up to a point then became nonlinear due to the 
strength reduction, which resulted more displacements. 
The increment in the beam-column linear stiffness ratio 
made the composite frame more stable and could carry 
more load as shown in Fig. 16. It could be noticed that the 

load capacity increased from 673 to 978 kN with the 
increase of k from 1.8 to 6.6. In addition, it can be noted 
that the initial stiffness increased from 11.7 to 29.7 as k 
increased from 1.8 to 6.6.  
 

 
Figure 13. Meshing of frame and beam-column 
connection 
 

 
 
Figure 14. Load-displacement relationship for all frame 
models with different axial load ratios 
 

 
Figure 15. Load-displacement relationship for all frame 
models with different slenderness ratios 
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Figure 16. Load-displacement relationship for all frame 
models with different beam-column linear stiffness 
ratios 
 

The area underneath the curve of the load-
displacement is defined as the toughness of the frame. 
The variation of the toughness with various key 
parameters under the investigation is shown in Fig. 17. 
As the axial load ratio (n) increased from 0 to 0.5, an 
increase in toughness was observed (49% increment). 
While little increase in the toughness for 0.5 to 1.1 (1.9% 
increment) was detected. It could be figured out that as n 
increased, the composite frame displayed both improved 
strength and ductility. By way of the ratio of the column 
slenderness (λ) raised, an improvement in the value of 
the toughness was observed. Increasing λ from 24 to 48 
resulted in higher toughness (40% increment) while the 
toughness decreased by 32% for λ from 48 to 96. 
Moreover, since the stiffness ratio of the beam-column 
(k) increased, the toughness was gradually increased. For 
example, in the case of k raised from 1.8 to 6.6, more than 
16% increment in the toughness was recorded. It could 
be concluded that a greater ratio of the beam-column 
linear stiffness might cause higher capacity of the energy 
absorption. As a result, the variation in the axial load, 
slenderness, and stiffness ratios considerably influenced 
the load-displacement demand of the composite frames, 
which provide different values of the toughness. 

The statistical analysis of the studied parameters was 
also performed. The general linear model analysis of 
variance based on the statistical Minitab Software 
(Minitab R12) was used to analyze the data resulted from 
the study. Each parameter (n, λ, and k) was considered as 
an independent variable and the analysis result such as 
the maximum load carrying capacity of the composite 
frame was considered as a dependent variable. The 
evaluation is made using the P-value that obtained as a 

result of the statistical analysis. Table 4 represents the 
results obtained by the software analysis.  

The calculated P-values of the maximum load give an 
important indication for the studied cases. When P-value 
less than 5% (significance level) indicates that, there is 
an effect of that independent variable on the analysis 
results. In the case of P-value more than 5% indicates 
that an independent variable has no effect on the analysis 
results. From the table, it could be concluded that there 
is a significant effect of each of independent variables (n, 
λ, and k) on the corresponding dependent variable of the 
maximum lateral load carrying capacity of the case study 
frames. 
 

 
Figure 17. Variation of the toughness with various 
parameters 

 
Table 4. Statistical analysis for the maximum load carrying capacity 

Dependent 
variable 

Independent 
variable 

Sequential sum 
of squares 

Mean 
square 

Computed F 
 

P- value Significance 
 

 
 
 
Maximum 
load 
 

Axial load ratio (n) 
Error 
Total 

116644.2 
16199.2 
132843.4  

116644.2 
3239.8 
- 

36.003 
- 

0.002 
 ـ
 ـ

Yes 
 ـ
 ـ

Slenderness ratio (λ) 
Error 
Total  

373409.8 
9089.0 
382498.8 

373409.8 
4544.5 
- 

82.167 
- 
- 

0.012 
 ـ
 ـ

Yes 
 ـ
 ـ

Linear stiffness ratio (k)  
Error 
Total  

54290.4 
455.8 
54746.2 

54290.4 
151.9 
- 

357.342 
 ـ

 ـ

0.000 
 ـ

 ـ

Yes 
 ـ

 ـ
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The structural behavior of composite frames having 
CFDST columns and I steel beam is studied in the present 
research. The frames are subjected to lateral load till 
failure. ANSYS FE software is used for modeling and 
analyzing the frames. The following conclusions could be 
summarized below: 

-According to the findings of the work, there is no 
confinement effect of inner and outer steel tube to the 
infill concrete at initial loading. In the case of the applied 
load raised, both of the longitudinal and transverse 
strains increase, thus the concrete lateral expansion 
progressively becomes higher than that of the inner and 
outer steel tubes. The infill concrete delays the local 
buckling of the steel tubes and decreases the buckling at 
the final period of the loading. Similar failure mode is 
observed for all composite frames studied. Plastic hinges 
are developed at two ends of the CFDST columns and 
there is no concrete crushing was noticed.  

-From the results, it could be pointed out that the 
maximum lateral load increases with increasing the axial 
load ratios while the initial stiffness increases only with 
small axial load ratios. There is an increase in the lateral 
stiffness and lateral load capacity of the composite frame 
as the CFDST column slenderness ratio decreases. 
Moreover, the initial stiffness and load capacity increase 
with the increase of the beam-column stiffness ratio.  

-It can be drawn that the composite frame exhibits 
higher toughness, which is systematically increasing, 
owing to the increment in the axial load ratio of the 
column and linear stiffness ratio of the beam-column. 

-The statistical analysis clearly shows that there is a 
significant impact of the parameters studied on the 
maximum load carrying capacity of the composite frame. 
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